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French Renaissance - Wikipedia Newspapers have played a major role in French politics, economy and society since
the 17th The first French newspaper, Gazette (afterwards called the Gazette de France), started in 1615 under the
patronage and with the active History of rail transport in France - Wikipedia The French military, civilian and
material losses during the First World War were huge. With more than 1.3 million military French Third Republic Wikipedia History of France. The first written records for the history of France appear in the Iron Age. What is now
France made up the bulk of the region known to the Romans as Gaul. Roman writers noted the presence of three main
ethno-linguistic groups in the area: the Gauls, the Aquitani, and the Belgae. Kingdom of France - Wikipedia The
monarchs of the Kingdom of France and its predecessors ruled from the establishment of . The Merovingian dynasty
rose to historical prominence with Childeric I (c. 457-481), the .. The French First Republic lasted from 17, when its
First Consul, Napoleon Bonaparte, was declared Emperor of the French. First French Empire - Wikipedia By 1328
and the accession of Philip VI, the first of the Valois kings, France boasted the highest achievements of medieval
European culture?its Romanesque France in the long nineteenth century - Wikipedia While the occupied area in 1913
contained only 14% of Frances industrial workers, it produced 58% of the steel, and 40% of the History of France Wikipedia Some of the earliest manuscripts with polyphony are organum from 10th century French cities The first was
the ars nova, the new, predominantly secular music which began with the publication of the Roman de Fauvel, and
culminated in the History of French animation - Wikipedia In the history of France, the First Republic, officially the
French Republic (French: Republique francaise), was founded on 21 September 1792 during the French Revolution.
History of France - Lonely Planet Travel Information This is a timeline of French history, comprising important
legal and changes and political events .. The First French Empire reached the height of its power and declined
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henceforth with the disastrous Battle of Berezina. The Sixth Coalition will French First Republic - Wikipedia The
history of French wine, spans a period of at least 2600 years dating to the founding of It wasnt till the first century AD
that there was record of Gauls wine being of any note or renown. In his Natural History (book xiv), Pliny the Elder noted
History of French wine - Wikipedia French is a Romance language that evolved out of the Gallo-Romance spoken in
northern .. The first government authority to adopt Modern French as official was the Aosta Valley in 1536, three years
before France itself. By the Ordinance of Timeline of French history - Wikipedia The French are an ethnic group and
nation who are identified with the country of France. This connection may be legal, historical, or cultural. To be French,
according to the first article of the French Constitution, is to be a citizen of France, A Parallel History of France and
England Consisting of Outlines and France is characterised by numerous political trends. This article provides an
overview of some . Charles de Gaulles various parties: first the Rally of the French People,. then the Union of
Democrats for the Republic. But also Boulangisme or Territorial evolution of France - Wikipedia The French
Renaissance was the cultural and artistic movement in France between the 15th and early 17th centuries. The period is
associated with the pan-European Renaissance, a word first For more general historical information about France in this
period (including demographics, language, and geography), see France in the twentieth century - Wikipedia The
Kingdom of France (French: Royaume de France) was a medieval and early modern The first king calling himself Roi
de France (King of France) was Philip II, .. The Ancien Regime: A History of France 16101774 (1999), survey by List
of French monarchs - Wikipedia French Indochina (French: Indochine francaise Khmer: ????????????? Vietnamese:
1 History. 1.1 First French interventions 1.2 19th century 1.3 Establishment 1.4 Vietnamese rebellions 1.5
Franco-Siamese war (1893) 1.6 Further Music history of France - Wikipedia The first half of 1793 went badly, with
the French armies the first bicameral legislature in French history. History of Paris - Wikipedia Location of
metropolitan France (dark green). in Europe (green & dark grey) in the . In the 19th century Napoleon took power and
established the First French Empire, whose . Proclaimed Holy Roman Emperor by Pope Leo III and thus establishing in
earnest the French governments longtime historical association with history of France The history of rail transport in
France dates from the first French railway in 1823 to present-day enterprises such as the AGV. Political history of
France - Wikipedia in history of Europe: Political, economic, and social background . The French first established a
factory in Allada in 1670 but moved from there to Ouidah in Military history of France - Wikipedia The First French
Empire was the empire of Napoleon Bonaparte of France and the dominant . The memories of imperial Rome were for a
third time, after Julius Caesar and Charlemagne, used to modify the historical evolution of France. France - Wikipedia
This article describes the process by which the territorial extent of metropolitan France came to During the period of the
French Revolution and First Empire, France expanded .. English-speaking historians, though they define it otherwise, in
effect, regard the term contemporary history as meaning within living memory. French Revolution - Wikipedia The
history of French animation is one of the longest in the world, as France has created some of the earliest animated films
dating back to the late 19th century, and invented many of the foundational technologies of early animation. The first
pictured movie was from Frenchman Emile Reynaud, who created French Indochina - Wikipedia The Kingdom of
France in the Middle Ages was marked by the The history of medieval France starts with the election of Hugh Capet
(940996) by an assembly summoned in Reims in 987. History of French - Wikipedia The first independent Paris
Commune, or city council, met in the The new government of France, the National Economic history of France Wikipedia The History of France from 1914 to the present includes: the later years of the Third Republic did not
experience a strong population growth in the mid and late 19th century and first half of the 20th century (see
Demographics of France). History of French journalism - Wikipedia IN the earliest times of the history of the country
then called Gaul, the inhabitants were Kelts. The Gael evidently were there first, and left their name to the country
France in the Middle Ages - Wikipedia Prehistoric people. Neanderthals were the first people to live in France. Out
and about during the Middle Palaeolithic period (about 90, 00040, 000 BC), these History of France - Nations Online
Project The French Revolution was a period of far-reaching social and political upheaval in France that The first year
of the Revolution saw members of the Third Estate taking control, the assault on the Bastille in the clarion call for other
major upheavals in modern history, including the Russian Revolution over a century later.
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